Formation of mechano-sensory organs in Drosophila involves the selection of neural precursor cells (SOPs) mediated by the classical Notch pathway in the process of lateral inhibition. Here we show that the subsequent cell type speci®cations rely on distinct subsets of Notch signaling components. Whereas E(spl) bHLH genes implement SOP selection, they are not required for later decisions. Most remarkably, the Notch signal transducer Su(H) is essential to determine outer but not inner cell fates. In contrast, the Notch antagonist Hairless, thought to act upon Su(H), in¯uences strongly the entire cell lineage demonstrating that it functions through targets other than Su(H) within the inner lineage. Thereby, Hairless and numb may have partly redundant activities. This suggests that Notch-dependent binary cell fate speci®cations involve different sets of mediators depending on the cell type considered. q
Introduction
Mechano-sensory bristles of Drosophila¯ies are built from four different cells which arise from a single sensory organ precursor cell (SOP) (Fig. 1A) . The SOP is singled out in a process of lateral inhibition from a proneural equivalence group mediated by the Notch pathway (reviewed in Simpson, 1997) . The sensory organ cell lineage (SOL) is stereotyped: two rounds of asymmetric divisions give rise to secondary precursor cells (pIIa, pIIb) and a tertiary pIIIb. The pIIa produces two external cells, shaft (trichogen) and socket (tormogen), whereas the pIIb descendants are all located sub-epidermally. It gives birth to the pIIIb cell that divides into neuron and sheath cell (thecogen), respectively, and to a ®fth cell of glial fate (Fig. 1A,B) . The glial cell migrates away from the cluster and has been identi®ed only recently (Gho et al., 1999) . It was thus not considered in this work. The asymmetric cell divisions re¯ect binary cell fate decisions which again involve cell± cell communication guided by the Notch pathway (for review see Posakony, 1994) .
In the course of imaginal development, ectodermal cells obtain neural potential through the activity of proneural genes of the achaete-scute complex (AS-C). These cells then belong to proneural equivalence groups and could all become SOPs and bristle organs, respectively (Fig. 1) . However, proneural fate is restricted to a single cell in the subsequent process of lateral inhibition, whereby the presumptive SOP activates the Notch receptor in the neighboring cells, enforcing epidermal fate (reviewed in Posakony, 1994; Simpson, 1997) . The Notch signal within the receiving cell is transduced with the help of Suppressor of Hairless (Su(H)), resulting in the transcription of E(spl) bHLH target genes which in turn inhibit proneural activity (for review see Artavanis-Tsakonas et al., 1995) . A rather general antagonist of Notch signaling is Hairless (H) which is thought to bind physically to Su(H), thereby inhibiting activation of Notch target genes (Brou et al., 1994) . If the Notch pathway is activated within the entire proneural cluster, SOP formation and consequently, bristle formation is inhibited, resulting in¯ies with bald patches. This can be observed after increase of Notch signaling by ectopic expression of either the activated Notch receptor itself or the transducers, Su(H) or E(spl) bHLH proteins (Rebay et al., 1993; Schweisguth and Posakony, 1994; Bang et al., 1995; Tata and Hartley, 1995; Guo et al., 1996; Nakao and Campos-Ortega, 1996; Ligoxygakis et al., 1999) . The same phenotypic consequences are obtained when decreasing the activity of the Notch antagonist H (Ashburner, 1982; Maier et al., 1992; Bang et al., 1995) . The opposite phenotype, gain of bristles, results from the decrease of Notch signaling intensity either by lowered activity of any pathway component or by increase of the antagonistic H activity (Dietrich and Campos-Ortega, 1984; Hartenstein and Posakony, 1990; Bang and Posakony, 1992; Schweisguth and Posakony, 1994; Heitzler et al., 1996; Maier et al., 1997) .
Within the progeny of a SOP, Notch signaling provides an extrinsic cue to govern cellular differentiation. This activity is antagonized by the cell type speci®c, intrinsic factor numb (Rhyu et al., 1994; Guo et al., 1996) . Decreasing the Notch signal causes transformations of cell types at every step, from external to internal fates (pIIa to pIIb), from socket to shaft and from sheath cell to neuron (Fig.  1) . Thus, the most extreme is four neuronal siblings per SOP (Hartenstein and Posakony, 1990) . Similar phenotypes are seen after ectopic activation of numb (Wang et al., 1997) . The other extreme is four socket cells that are formed as a consequence of either loss of numb activity or over-activation of Notch (Rhyu et al., 1994; Guo et al., 1996) . It is not known whether Notch activity is required within the newly discovered glial cell (Gho et al., 1999) . Information on the activity of the other Notch signaling components during speci®cation especially of the inner cell types is rather limited. For example, it has been shown by the work of Wang et al. (1997) that Su(H) speci®es only a subset of the SOL, the outer cell types, suggesting a different mechanism for the distinction of inner cell types. In this work we have analyzed the speci®cation of internal cell types concentrating on the role of H within the SOL. We ®nd that H regulates the decision between the inner neuronal versus sheath cell fate and thus, provides a clear example of a Su(H)-independent function of H. Our data suggest that Notch-dependent binary cell fate speci®cations are based on a different molecular mechanism compared to the lateral inhibition process.
Results

Sensory organ precursor selection and sensory organ lineage decisions involve different Notch-dependent processes
Sensory organ precursor cells (SOPs) are selected from proneural clusters by lateral speci®cation (Simpson, 1997) . Thus, the number of bristles correlates with proneural gene activity. Ectopic expression of proneural genes such as lethal of scute (l'sc) results in the generation of multiple bristles at ectopic sites (Hinz et al., 1994) . These bristles are solitary, indicating that lateral speci®cation is at work. Furthermore, they are complete organs consisting of all four different cell types suggesting that excessive proneural gene activity does not in¯uence the sensory organ lineage (see Fig. 2A ).
It has been shown previously, that E(spl) bHLH gene products are involved in the repression of SOP fate in proneural clusters because ectopic expression results in the loss of SOPs and, in consequence, of sensory organs as well (Tata and Hartley, 1995; Nakao and Campos-Ortega, 1996; Ligoxygakis et al., 1999) . Furthermore, loss of E(spl) genes results in ectopic bristles with normal external character (Heitzler et al., 1996; Fig. 2E ) raising the possibility that E(spl) bHLH genes are not the Notch target genes in the process of asymmetric cell division in the SOL. Indeed, ectopic expression of several E(spl) bHLH genes, as for example m7, mg or md , within the proneural clusters and the SOL resulted in pronounced bristle loss. The different genes behaved qualitatively identically but quantitatively differently regarding the number of bristles that remained (see also Ligoxygakis et al., 1999) . However, these bristles had always the complete set of external cells (Fig. 2B±D) . In those cases where bald¯ies emerged, no internal sensory organ cells were detected, whereas in weaker combinations the typical pairs of neuron and sheath cell were always observed. Fig. 2D,D H gives an intermediate example . I: in a ®rst step, a sensory organ precursor (SOP) is selected from a proneural cluster; II: in a second step, it divides into two primary precursor cells, pIIa and pIIb. The latter divides further into pIIIb and a glial cell. The pIIa cell gives rise to the external shaft (trichogen) and socket cell (tormogen) and the pIIIb to the sub-epidermal neuron and sheath (thecogen) cell, respectively. (B) Electron micrographs (left panel) allow to visualize the external shaft (tr, trichogen) and socket (to, tormogen) (see inset), whereas the internal cell types (right panel) are revealed by antibody stainings of pupal nota: neurons (n) are labeled in green with anti-Elav and sheath cells (thecogen, th) in red with anti-Pros antibodies throughout this work. Since the glial cell migrates away, it is not detected within the cluster. In this and the following pictures, several confocal sections were added to account for the depth. Therefore, although the internal cells have either neuronal (green) or sheath cell (red) identity, yellow label might appear due to the overlay of sections.
where bristle loss is quite pronounced (sca-Gal4; UAS-m7). We further examined cell clones mutant for nearly all E(spl) bHLH genes. We used a de®ciency that deletes the entire E(spl) complex but md , leaving the neighboring gro locus intact. Inferring from the very limited effect of ectopic md on bristle development (Ligoxygakis et al., 1999) , this de®-ciency should give a very close approximation of a complete loss of E(spl) function. In agreement with the effects seen after overexpression, loss of E(spl) activity causes tufts of bristles due to failure of lateral inhibition accompanied by clusters of internal cells consisting of equal numbers of neurons and sheath cells (Fig. 2E ,E H ). From this we conclude that E(spl) bHLH genes are not involved in the binary cell fate decisions within the SOL, suggesting that Notch mediates this process by a molecular mechanism distinct from the lateral inhibition process.
Requirement of Hairless within the SOL
Reduction of the activity of an antagonist of Notch signaling should effect the same phenotypes as the gain of Notch activity. Indeed, lowering H activity gives fewer bristles (Fig. 3) . This effect is due to missing SOPs indicating that H acts at the level of lateral inhibition on the selection of SOPs from proneural clusters (Bang et al., 1995; Apidianakis et al., 1999) . As sensory organs can develop in H mutant animals, H is not instrumental to SOP formation ( Fig. 3C ; Schweisguth and Lecourtois, 1998) . However, the remaining sensory organs never develop shafts but only sockets, suggesting that H is required for shaft fate selection (Fig.  3B ,C) (Bang and Posakony, 1992) . This is in agreement with the antagonistic role of H, because ectopic activation of the Notch receptor or misexpression of Su(H) redirects shaft cells into socket cell fate (Rebay et al., 1993; Schweisguth and Posakony, 1994; Guo et al., 1996) . As can be seen on close inspection of severely compromised H mutants, H not only in¯uences pIIa lineage: quadruple sockets indicate that a transformation of the pIIb into pIIa took place (Fig.  3C ). This raises the question whether H plays a role within the pIIb lineage as well. As shown in Fig. 3A , H protein accumulates to higher levels within all four cells of the forming sensory organ so that it could antagonize Notch activity throughout the entire SOL. In order to determine H requirement for internal cell fate decisions, we stained for the respective cell types in a series of H mutant backgrounds ranging from weak hypomorphic to amorphic. Moderate reduction of H activity, as in the recessive H 22 allele, forces nearly all shaft cells into socket fate. This can also be demonstrated internally by the accumulation of the socket speci®c Su(H) protein in two instead of only one cell per sensory organ (Fig. 3B ,B H ) (Gho et al., 1996) . At the same time, presumptive neurons choose thecogen fate as they express Pros protein (Fig. 3B H ). However, this transformation is only partial since these cells still express the neuronal marker Elav (Fig. 3B HH ). Further reduction of H activity causes largely early pupal lethality and only on rare occasions, pharate adults can be seen that are nearly completely bald (Fig. 3C ). In these animals, very few if any SOPs develop due to the lack from protection against the Notch signal (Bang et al., 1995) . However, the few SOPs that arise form either just external socket cells (Fig 3C) or, if internal cells develop, they are exclusively of sheath cell type that have lost all neuronal identity (Fig. 3C  H ) . Thus, H activity is required in the SOP, in the trichogen as well as in the neuron for protection from the Notch signal.
Antagonistic functions within the SOL: relationship between numb, Hairless and Su(H)
Within the sensory organ lineage, numb acts as an intracellular antagonist of Notch signaling, whereas it is not required for SOP selection (Guo et al., 1996; Wang et al., 1997) . The protein is partitioned into the pIIb cell, the neuron and the shaft cell (Wang et al., 1997) . It has been proposed that numb protects the respective cells from a Notch signal by directly binding to the Notch receptor (Guo et al., 1996) . Thereby, numb ful®lls a role very similar to H raising the question whether numb could replace loss of H activity.
As shown in Fig. 4A , only very few sensory organs remain when H activity is strongly reduced, and they always form double sockets (Fig. 4A H ). If numb is ectopically expressed within the entire SOL, socket to shaft transformations occur at high frequency (Fig. 4A HH ; Wang et al., 1997), whereas numb overexpression in H mutants rescues the double socket phenotype to normal looking bristles (see Fig. 4B ). This shows that numb can substitute loss of H within the pIIa lineage. However, the lowered bristle number is not rescued. Thus, in the process of lateral inhibition, numb cannot replace H activity in protecting the SOP from the Notch signal.
It is well established that H exerts its antagonistic activity through its interaction with Su(H) during sensory organ development (Ashburner, 1982; Schweisguth and Posakony, 1994) . We therefore wondered whether Su(H) displays a similar relationship with numb as it does with H. Ectopic expression of numb causes bald cuticle and occasional twinning of bristles due to a transformation of pIIa into pIIb and socket into shaft which resembles a strong H gain situation ( Fig. 5D ; Rhyu et al., 1994; Maier et al., 1997; Wang et al., 1997) . When Su(H) and numb are co-expressed within the SOL, we ®nd an antero-posterior gradation of double sockets and naked cuticle (Fig. 4C) . In the genetic combination used in this experiment, Su(H) never generates loss of SOPs (see Fig. 5A ) suggesting that numb gain of function is epistatic over Su(H) gain of function in the pIIb versus pIIa cell fate decision. However, any pIIa that escapes the repression through numb develops into a double socket suggesting that Su(H) can override numb within the pIIa lineage, even though numb is an active Notch antagonist within that lineage.
The relationship between Hairless and Su(H) in the SOL is not reciprocal
It has been shown by Brou et al. (1994) that H antagonizes Notch signaling by directly binding to Su(H), thereby inhibiting Notch target gene activation. Thus, one might expect that overexpression of Su(H) activity mimics loss of H within the SOL and vice versa. Ectopic expression of Su(H) within the sensory organ lineage (sca-Gal4; UASSu(H)) causes reproducibly a transformation of all trichogens into tormogens, a phenotype which is indistinguishable from loss of H (compare Fig. 5A with Fig. 5B ; Schweisguth and Posakony, 1994) . Similar to H amorphs, quadruple sockets are sometimes observed ( Fig. 5A ; compare with Fig. 3C ). However, Wang et al. (1997) have reported that Su(H) is not required within the internal cell lineage because overexpression of Su(H) from heat inducible constructs did not change the character of the internal cells. In accordance with these data we ®nd that the same genotype seen in Fig.  5A (sca-Gal4; UAS-Su(H)) has always a normal set of internal cells: one neuron and one sheath cell each accompany the overlying double socket (Fig. 5A H ). Apparently, ectopic Su(H) protein is not suf®cient to drive neuronal into thecogen fate, whereas loss of H activity clearly is (see Fig. 5B H ). This ®nding indicates that other factor(s) transmit the Notch signal within the sheath cell which, in the wild type, are ef®ciently antagonized by H. In order to investigate whether Su(H) plays any role in the choice of the internal cell fate, we generated Su(H) mutant cell clones and analyzed the cell's identity.
As has been described earlier, Su(H) mutant clones on the notum are bald ( Fig. 5C ; Schweisguth, 1995) . However, in most instances, we could not detect corresponding internal cells suggesting a defective lineage. The very few cells that developed were paired neurons and sheath cells presumably of wild-type genotype (Fig. 5C H ). Considerable neural hypertrophy would be expected if loss of Su(H) were identical to loss of Notch activity (Hartenstein and Posakony, 1990 ). In some Su(H) clones large cell clusters were indeed observed, however, they did not conform with the expectation because neuronal cells are always accompanied by a large number of sheath cells, even though outnumbering them (Fig. 5C HH ). Thus, Su(H) activity is clearly not necessary for the adoption of sheath cell fate (Fig. 5C HH ). Additional bristles arise after ectopic H expression as a consequence of the decrease in lateral inhibition (Bang and Posakony, 1992; Schweisguth and Posakony, 1994; Maier et al., 1997) . Furthermore, bristle shafts are duplicated caused by the transformation of the tormogen into a trichogen ( Fig.  5D ; Bang and Posakony, 1992; Maier et al., 1997 ), a phenotype which is also seen in a Notch or Su(H) compromised background (Posakony, 1994; Wang et al., 1997) . When ectopic H expression is driven primarily within the SOL, nearly every single socket cell is transformed, and, at the same time bald patches are observed that increase with the H dose, e.g. at higher temperature ( Fig. 5D ; data not shown). The loss of external structures suggests that ectopic H expression can redirect the pIIa cell into pIIb fate. In accordance, groups of four internal cells are seen in place of bristle organs (Fig. 5D H , encircled). Furthermore, gain of H causes a transformation of sheath cells into neurons resulting in a multi-neuron phenotype (Fig. 5D H , asterisk) supporting the notion that H plays a role in specifying internal cell types.
Role of Notch co-activators deltex and mastermind
Su(H) transduces the Notch signal by transcriptionally activating Notch target genes (Brou et al., 1994) . Its main function might be to link the intracellular domain of an activated Notch receptor to the target genes for trans-activation, thereby working as co-activator of Notch (reviewed in Lewis, 1998) . Another known co-activator of Notch is deltex (dx) which, in combination with the activated Notch receptor, is able to increase the level of transcriptional activation of Notch target genes (Matsuno et al., , 1998 . We therefore investigated whether dx modi®es Notch signaling in the SOP progeny. Since dx 24 homozygous mutant animals have wild-type bristles (Xu and Artavanis-Tsakonas, 1990 ; our own observations), we analyzed the dx gain of function situation which has been described before to affect bristle formation . Overexpression of dx shortly after pupariation results in nearly bald¯ies, suggesting that it supports Notch signaling during SOP selection (Fig. 6A) . Remaining bristles show the normal set of external cells (Fig. 6A, inset) . In support of a role of dx as co-activator of Notch, overexpression at later stages causes the formation of double sockets . In contrast to Su(H), however, a cell fate change of the neuron into a sheath cell is observed (Fig. 6A H , arrowhead), indicating that ectopic dx in¯uences the internal cell fates as well. Therefore, dx might be involved in the transduction of Notch signals within the entire SOL.
Because dx might serve as potential target of H antagonistic activity during internal cell fate speci®cation, we analyzed genetic interactions between the two genes. With regard to external bristle cell types, H was fully epistatic over dx. For example, in the loss of function combinations (dx 24 /Y; H P8 /1), reduction of macrochaetae and conversion to double sockets on head and thorax in heterozygous H¯ies was independent of dx gene doses: the total number of macrochaetae missing in the presence of one dx 24 allele was 11^0.1 vs. 11.1^1.5 in the absence of both dx 24 alleles. In contrast, effects on wing development were mutually leveled: dx wing phenotypes, both regarding vein broadening and spread out wings as well as haploinsuf®cient vein shortening in H mutants were largely restored in the mutant combinations (e.g. dx 24 /Y; H 2 /1; data not shown). Yet, the fragile wing texture typical of dx mutants remained. These results suggest that limiting the activity of the antagonist (H) can restore the reduced activity of a Notch-pathway effector (dx). We must note, however, that the dx 24 allele is presumably not a null (Xu and Artavanis-Tsakonas, 1990) . Also, in a background of Fig. 6 . Positive mediators of Notch affect SOL speci®cation. (A) Overexpression of dx from a heat inducible construct causes severe baldness, presumably due to a loss of SOPs as a consequence of increased lateral inhibition. However, remaining external cell types are normal (inset). Internally, extra sheath cells at the expense of neurons are formed as a consequence of ectopic dx expression (A H , arrowheads). (B) Split bristles and naked cuticle as a result from socket to shaft (inset) and external to internal cell type transformation are a consequence of combined overexpression of dx and H (hs-dx; hs-H). Furthermore, a partial transformation of sheath cells into neurons is observed internally, recognized by the coexpression of Pros and Elav markers (arrow). However, as a result from heat shock, Elav protein is not always nuclear (see inset), obscuring the analysis. (C) Cell clones mutant for mam are naked (encircled, see inset). Internally, loss of many sensory organ cells is observed and frequently, solitary neurons remain (green; asterisks in C H ).
combined overexpression, H gain of function was epistatic to dx gain of function regarding outer bristle cell types (Fig.  6B) , whereas eye and wing phenotypes induced by superuous dx remained quite dramatic. With regard to internal bristle cell types, the picture was less clear because the heat shock applied to induce overexpression of either construct interfered with nuclear localization of Elav protein (Fig.  6B H ; inset) obscuring the analysis. However, it appears that Elav is present in sheath cells (Fig. 6B,B H ), suggestive of a partial sheath to neuron transformation. From this we tentatively conclude that H is epistatic to dx regarding bristle development but not necessarily in other developmental processes.
Another genetically important factor of the Notch signaling cascade is mastermind (mam) (Artavanis-Tsakonas et al., 1995) . Lack of external bristle structures is observed in mam mutant clones (Fig. 6C) , typical of a reduction in Notch signaling activity (Dietrich and Campos-Ortega, 1984; Hartenstein and Posakony, 1990) . They are correlated with a loss of internal cell types: typically, only solitary neurons are observed instead of neural hypertrophy or the wild-type thecogen/neuron pairs (Fig. 6C H ), suggestive of a cell lineage defect.
Discussion
Hairless is an important antagonist of Notch signaling throughout the mechano-sensory organ lineage
As suggested by the enrichment of H protein within all four cells of an emerging bristle, it is a potent antagonist of Notch signaling within this entire cell lineage (Fig. 3A) . Earlier work by Bang et al. (1995) showed that H protects the sensory organ precursor from a Notch signal. In the absence of H nearly all of the SOPs are forced into nonneuronal fate. The consequence is a pronounced bristle loss. We now provide evidence that H is absolutely essential within shaft cells and the neuron and is important for the pIIb as well, to allow for proper cell fate choices (Figs. 3 and  5 ). Changing the dose of H affects all three levels of sensory organ development. However, achievement of the ®rst level, emergence of the sensory organ precursor, is a prerequisite for the development of its progeny. Thus, the number of descendants that can be assessed for requirement of H activity is naturally small in a strong H compromised background. In accounting for this obstacle, we have analyzed a phenotypic series of H mutants and found different sensitivities of external and internal cell fate decisions: Whereas the socket/shaft transformation is always complete, that of neuron to sheath appears gradual when looking in the hypomorphic condition (Fig. 3B ). Only in a strong loss of function condition like in H amorphs, is the transformation complete (Figs. 3C and 5B). In the gain of function situation, the transformation is always complete in a wild-type background, where extra neurons arise at the expense of sheath cells (Fig. 5D) , whereas a gradual transition is seen when dx activity is elevated simultaneously (Fig. 6B) . This ®nding suggests that the two internal cells, sheath cell and neuron, are not equivalent in that the neuronal fate appears to be more stable over the thecogen fate dependent on dx activity. Another example of such a bias is found in the decision between internal and external cell fate, where pIIb is clearly preferred over pIIa. In both cases, Notch signaling might be rather weak between the two cells, thus favoring the ground state.
Hairless controls internal cell fate decisions independent of Su(H)
The decision between the tormogen versus trichogen fate of the pIIa progeny seems to depend strictly on the balanced doses of H and Su(H). Changes in the dose of either one pushes the equilibrium completely towards the opposite fate (see also Schweisguth and Posakony, 1994 ). Accordingly, Su(H) protein accumulates to very high levels in the future tormogen, and can thus override the elevated levels of H protein within this cell (Gho et al., 1996; Fig. 3A) . The epistasis of H over dx regarding outer bristle cell fates can be easily explained by the dominating activity of Su(H) within the pIIa progeny. The choice between neuron and thecogen fate is based on a quite different mechanism, because unlike H, Su(H) is not necessary for the emergence of the two opposing cell types (Fig. 5A,C) . The default state of pIIIb descendants is neuronal. The Notch signal redirects one of these cells into thecogen fate. Although both Su(H) and dx, positively in¯uence Notch signaling in the presumptive thecogen, none of the two is required for the generation of this cell type. Thus, the Notch signal in the thecogen might be transduced by a molecular mechanism independent of Su(H) or dx involving as yet unknown factor(s). In the absence of H, the presumptive neuron gains thecogen fate (Fig. 3C) . Therefore, H has an important role in protecting the neuron from the Notch signal. Since this signal does not emanate from Su(H), H must act through unknown component(s). This is the ®rst unambiguous example of a Su(H)-independent function of H.
Antagonistic functions in the SOL: numb acts as a partly redundant activity of Hairless
Earlier work has identi®ed numb as an important factor during binary cell fate decisions within the sensory organ lineage, where it is partitioned into those cells in which it acts as intrinsic inhibitor of the Notch signal (Rhyu et al., 1994; Wang et al., 1997) . Both loss and gain of numb activity causes cell transformations very similar to H except for the selection of the SOP during lateral inhibition, which is controlled by H and not by numb (Rhyu et al., 1994; Wang et al., 1997; this work) . We note, however, that phenotypes are always much more penetrant when H is involved in comparison to numb. H mutations act as dominant enhancers of numb mutations, and the two proteins might physi-cally interact with each other (Wang et al., 1997) . Both activities are required for normal bristle development because loss of function of either gene gives a similar phenotype regarding cell type speci®cation. To what degree do these activities overlap? Close inspection of the phenotypes shows that numb has a very strong in¯uence on the pIIa/pIIb fate selection but less on the subsequent binary decisions because cell type transformations are always partial (Rhyu et al., 1994; Wang et al., 1997; this work) . Although this might be a quantitative difference, we note that H activity is strictly required to guard both shaft cell and neuron from a faulty Notch signal (Fig. 3C ) and that complete cell type transformations are observed as a consequence of H activity loss. Furthermore, H activity is also required during the process of lateral inhibition, suggesting that H is the more general antagonist in Notch-dependent processes.
Both in loss of function (Wang et al., 1997) and gain of function combinations (this work) numb is epistatic to Su(H) within the pII cells, indicating that Su(H) acts downstream of numb. This is in agreement with a model, whereby numb antagonizes Notch signaling through direct interference with the Notch receptor (Wang et al., 1997) . Within the pIIa progeny, however, Su(H) can override the inhibiting activity of ectopic numb protein (see Fig. 4C ). This interference might again be direct as we have preliminary evidence from yeast interaction trap experiments that numb and Su(H) physically interact (data not shown). Furthermore, by inhibiting Notch signaling, numb might indirectly modulate the levels of Su(H) transcriptional activity (Wang et al., 1997) . Thus, the con¯icting epistasis data might reveal once more different sensitivities of the sensory organ cell lineage regarding Notch signaling, especially the preference of the pIIb over the pIIa fate.
Different sets of Notch pathway components control SOP selection and subsequent cell fate decisions
During the development of mechano-sensory organs, Notch is required at two distinct steps, the singling out of the sensory organ precursor, SOP, and the correct speci®ca-tion of cell fates within the sensory organ lineage, SOL. Apparently, different subsets of Notch signaling components are used for these two processes (summarized in Fig. 7) . Whereas SOP selection in the process of lateral inhibition requires the`classical' battery of Notch signaling components, namely Su(H), dx, mam, E(spl) bHLH and H, the subsequent asymmetric cell divisions require only certain Notch components plus the intrinsic activity of numb. Numb plays a major role in the distinction between the pII siblings. In the pIIa progeny, socket cell fate is enforced with the help of Su(H) and ± to a lesser degree ± dx, and the role of H is to protect the shaft from this fate. In the sub-epidermal progeny, Notch signaling determines sheath cell fate, promoted to some degree by dx and Su(H). However, since neither of the components, Su(H), dx nor E(spl) bHLH are strictly required for the selection of thecogen fate, the Notch signal is transduced by other factor(s), X. The role of mam in this process is as yet undecided as the mutant cell clones are rather uninformative and appropriate overexpression constructs are unavailable. The neuron has to be protected from the Notch signal, and both numb and H play a pivotal role in this process. Apparently, the target of numb is the Notch receptor itself (Wang et al., 1997) . It is not clear whether H acts at the same level (Wang et al., 1997) , or whether it acts on a different target, maybe directly involving the presumptive signal transducer X. Although both mam and dx might be targets of H, no physical interactions were observed in the yeast interaction trap assay (Matsuno et al., , 1998 ; our own observations). Overall, H represents a key player in antagonizing the Notch signal and thus assures, that in the end all four different cell types of the mechano-sensory organ arise. Fig. 7 . Summary of Notch signaling during mechano-sensory organ development. Notch signaling is required in the entire cell lineage, as is the antagonist Hairless. Whereas the lateral inhibition process uses the classical battery of Notch signaling components, the subsequent binary cell fate speci®cations rely only on a subset of these components and involve in addition the intrinsic antagonist numb. (I) The SOP is singled out by lateral inhibition from a proneural cluster, protected through the activity of H (green). The surrounding cells (Ep) are forced by the SOP into epidermal fate through the activation of the Notch receptor, implemented with the help of Su(H), dx, mam and E(spl) bHLH proteins (classical pathway). (II) A Notch signal, promoted by Su(H) and dx (hatched), forces one SOP daughter cell into pIIa fate from which the pIIb cell is protected by the antagonists numb and H. The pIIb gives rise to the pIIIb and a glial cell (g). (III) The progeny of pIIa are socket and shaft cell. The socket cell receives the Notch signal via Su(H) and dx (hatched), the effector genes are unknown. The shaft cell is protected by H and numb from the Notch signal. (IV) The progeny of the pIIIb are sheath cell and neuron. The sheath cell receives a Notch signal promoted by unknown factors X (red), whereas the neuron is protected by H and numb.
